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There is increasing pressure on manufacturers, from both 
government policy and customer demand, to improve the 
sustainability of their products while also meeting stringent cost 
and performance requirements. In this white paper, we interview 
John Bonas, managing director of Alvant, an advanced materials 
company that specialises in the design, development, testing and 
manufacture of aluminium metal matrix composite materials and 
components (AMCs).

With the potential to be used across a range of industries, AMCs 
not only help meet sustainability targets but also enhance product 
capability. Having recently closed an investment round, Alvant 
is now working with Turquoise as it takes the next steps on its 
journey towards securing future growth through partnerships and/or 
investment from strategic players.

ALVANT: COMPOSITE MATERIALS
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lasting advantage
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To talk to me about 
the issues raised in 
this article, feel free 
to contact me via email 
IRT@Turquoise.eu or call 
me on 020 7248 7503

Ian Thomas
Managing Director 
Turquoise International
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For the next generation of products, design and engineering teams 
have been tasked with further improving product performance 
and capabilities, while meeting ambitious sustainability goals 
such as reduced emissions, improved fuel efficiency and less 
manufacturing waste.

Often thought to be conflicting challenges, Basingstoke-based 
Alvant has a solution in the form of aluminium metal matrix 
composites (AMCs). These lightweight novel and customisable 
multi-phase materials provide strength and stiffnessfor today’smost 
demanding products. 

John Bonas, managing director of Alvant, outlines how AMCs can 
be deployed by manufacturers in a range of industries to create 
products that are lighter, stronger and more sustainable, whilst 
delivering enhanced performance.

Alvant: Composite materials delivering a lasting advantage

John Bonas
Managing Director 
Alvant

     Commercial readiness 
of Alvant’s products 
comes at a time of 
increasing demand for 
strong, yet lightweight, 
components in transport 
and defence, industrial 
processes and high-end 
consumer products ‘AMCs 
provide the strength and 
stiffness of steel at less 
than half the weight
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AMCs are suitable for applications where conventional metal 
alloys approach or exceed their performance limits. When used 
as a direct replacement for steel, for example, AMC is three times 
stiffer and stronger at less than half the weight. Other advantages 
include superior wear resistance and lower coefficients of thermal 
expansion. AMCs compete with other advanced materials such as 
carbon composites.

AMCs comprise aluminium reinforced with a secondary high-
performance material, such as ceramic, typically in a long fibre, 
short fibre or particle form. To manufacture AMCs, Alvant uses 
various reinforcement formats and architectures to precisely 
conform to a specific design and to meet exact mechanical and 
structural requirements. This means specific stiffness, strength, 
density, thermal and electrical properties can be tailored precisely 
to product requirements.

This bespoke manufacturing process has been uniquely created 
by Alvant, with key elements being patented. Known as Advanced 
Liquid Pressure Forming (ALPF), Alvant currently uses this technology 
to produce four AMC material types for different markets and 
applications. While this is a molten metal casting process, the 
company is also developing a toolless manufacturing system to 
produce 3D printed composite materials utilising ALM (Additive Layer 
Manufacturing) technology. 

Not only does Alvant own the proprietary rights to the ALPF AMC 
manufacturing process, it also provides clients with an end-to-end 
solution, offering engineering consultancy, concept development and 
component design through to prototype manufacture, low volume 
production, and the sale of licensing for higher volume production.

Making it 
strong yet light
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As AMC materials are suitable for so many applications, Alvant is 
targeting a wide range of markets - including transport, defence, 
consumer, energy, industrial and healthcare. Within these sectors, 
the company’s focus is on specific product groups falling into three 
main categories: reliability and safety; motion and logistics; and 
performance and precision.

Alvant started its commercialisation journey in January 2018 and, 
over the past 18 months, has engaged commercially with some 
of the largest international aerospace and automotive OEMs. 
Automotive electrification is a large potential market and, to prove 
the viability of its material, Alvant embarked on a demonstration 
project in collaboration with GE Aviation, YASA Motors and the 
National Composites Centre that aimed to improve the efficiency 
and performance of electric motors through complex analysis tools 
which were baselined against physical testing of prototype AMC 
components.

By using AMCs, not only did the research partners achieve a 40% 
rotor weight saving on an axial flux electric motor but also an 
increase in the rotor’s power-to-inertia ratio.This can enable a 200% 
increase in motor power density (power divided by weight) which is 
a key market driver. In addition, the number of assembly line parts 
was reduced, resulting in shorter assembly time. This helps prove 
that AMCs are a more suitable and sustainable material than polymer 
composites for applications such as motors, batteries, energy 
recovery systems, fans and flywheels.

Aerospace is a strong focus area for Alvant as it is one of the industry 
sectors under the most pressure to mitigate its greenhouse gas 
emissions. According to the European Commission, direct emissions 
from aviation account for about 3% of the EU’s total greenhouse 
gas emissions and more than 2% of global emissions. Alvant has 
embarked on a number of projects with large aerospace OEMs, 
including working on the design of aircraft landing gears of the 
future. Funded by Innovate UK, Alvant was contracted by Safran 
Landing Systems to produce lighter yet more durable and sustainable 
landing gear components. The result is an AMC connecting rod that 
delivers a 40% weight reduction while maintaining the same strength 
as the equivalent titanium component.

Reaching the 
market
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Having recently won a series of new contracts in aerospace, 
defence and automotive, and with more to be announced soon, 
it proves that the timing of Alvant’s AMC product and the market 
readiness have aligned. There is an appetite for sustainable yet 
high-performance material solutions. With such a novel material, 
and with very few competitors currently in the marketplace, 
Alvant has been able to attract investors who see the value in its 
technology and understand its longevity. 

With well-equipped facilities, and having achieved all of its targets 
in the most recent financial year, Alvant is in a strong position to 
move forward. To secure future growth, it is working with the team at 
Turquoise to help support the company in its next phase of funding, 
involving approaching potential strategic partners to help grow the 
business further. 

Alvant is excited about the future and the impact its material solutions 
can have in helping customers produce sustainable yet highly 
capable products.

Strong position 
to grow
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For more information 
about Alvant:

visit: 
www.alvant.com
email: 
enquiries@alvant.com
call: 
+44 (0)1256 477 741 

Alvant Ltd, Prisma Business Park, 
3 Berrington Way, Wade Road, 
Basingstoke, Hampshire RG24 8GT


